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Abstract: Medieval Philosophers believed “ALCHEMY” as mystic knowledge, mystic science based on Hermitic 
Principles. ALCHEMISTS considered Alchemy also as Proto Science which was foundation to Modern Science, 
modern chemistry, chemical elements, and developed structures of basic Laboratory Techniques, theories, 
Terminologies, experimental methods contributed to modern physical sciences. Further Medieval Alchemists 
believed AETHER, AIR, WATER, EARTH, FIRE, SULPHER, MERCURY, SALT were Primary sources to 
Alchemy origin. In ancient time Egyptian Alchemists, Greek Alchemists Mesopotamian Alchemists were 
considered as evolved thinkers to transform basic matters into another form of matters. They believed origin of 
planets, plants, animals, were considered as transformed state of Alchemy say PLANET ALCHEMY, PLANT 
ALCHEMY, ANIMAL ALCHEMY. Even they believed Heart and Soul of mankind can be transformed into 
another form. Some Alchemists believed GOLD, SILVER are transmuted form of basic element LEAD. Study 
shows than Etymology of word ALCHEMY considered derived from Arabic word ‘ALKIMIYA” which means 
“PHILOSOPHERS STONE”. “Robert Boyle” is considered as “Father of Chemistry” in medieval period 
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Medieval Philosophers believed “ALCHEMY” 

as mystic knowledge, mystic science based on 
Hermitic Principles. ALCHEMISTS considered 
Alchemy also as Proto Science which was foundation 
to Modern Science, modern chemistry, chemical 
elements, and developed structures of basic 
Laboratory Techniques, theories, Terminologies, 
experimental methods contributed to modern physical 
sciences. 

Further Medieval Alchemists believed 
AETHER, AIR, WATER, EARTH, FIRE, 
SULPHER, MERCURY, SALT were Primary 
sources to Alchemy origin. In ancient time Egyptian 
Alchemists, Greek Alchemists Mesopotamian 

Alchemists were considered as evolved thinkers to 
transform basic matters into another form of matters. 
They believed origin of planets, plants, animals, were 
considered as transformed state of Alchemy say 
PLANET ALCHEMY, PLANT ALCHEMY, 
ANIMAL ALCHEMY. Even they believed Heart 
and Soul of mankind can be transformed into another 
form. Some Alchemists believed GOLD, SILVER 
are transmuted form of basic element LEAD. Study 
shows than Etymology of word ALCHEMY 
considered derived from Arabic word ‘ALKIMIYA” 
which means “PHILOSOPHERS STONE”. “Robert 
Boyle” is considered as “Father of Chemistry” in 
medieval period. 
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a) This scientific research Article focus that 

Alchemy shall be considered as Supernatural Logic 
derived from pre-existing supernatural ‘MEGA 
STAR’ called in Proto Indo Europe root word 
“AKKI-e”. Akki-e shall also mean ‘WHITE 
LOGIC’ and Alchemy shall mean transformed 
DARK LOGIC from white logic. The philosophy of 
modern chemical science, modern physical science 
shall be considered derived from fundamental 
“DARK LOGIC”. The philosophy of Akki-e, 
Alchemy shall be described as below: 

This scientific research further focus that 
Billions of philosophies, scientific theories, elements, 
materials considered derived from fundamental Dark 
logic which further undergone genetic changes in 
three nuclear age during expanding universe. 

 
(i) 
 

 
 
(ii) 
 

 
 
 

(iii) 
 

 
 

 
 
Have GOLD transmuted from LEAD?... Have 

SILVER transmuted from LEAD?... NO… NO… 
NO… It is hypothesized that billions of chemical 
elements and other elementary matters shall be 
considered as originated from single origin DARK 
LOGIC just like existence of billions of hairs existing 
on HUMAN HEAD. Various form of Lead, Gold, 
Silver, Diamond etc on various part of Earth shall be 
considered as scattered from single origin during 
expanding Universe. 

b) This scientific research focus that ‘MARS 
PLANET’ shall be considered as the Supernatural 
white planet called by author as ‘MOTHER 
EARTH’ and mother of all planetary system and 
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galaxies. In proto Indo Europe root the mother earth 
shall be called as “EZHEM” or ‘THEN 
MADURAI’. Human Ancestors considered lived in 
“THEN MADURAI” in the early universe called as 
“HUMAN ANCESTOR” (Devas Angel Race). The 
Then Madurai shall be considered as “Supernatural 
white continent” (Super Solid Planet) considered 
exist under “Endothermic” environment like EGG 
SHAPE as represented below: 

 

 
 
The supernatural white continent “THEN 

MADURAI” considered born during FEBRUARY-
MARCH as per ancient calendar. During the course 
of expanding universe (say Triassic period) the 
“Supernatural continental mass” considered 
transformed to pre existing “EARTH PLANET” and 
transformed Land mass further undergone growth on 
the earth planet as various layers, glaciers in three 
nuclear ages and spread over to various regions on the 
earth planet. The existence of various soils, rocks, 
mountains, oceans atmosphere air shall be considered 
derived from “Single origin white continent”. The 
philosophy of growth of Ancient Land mass on the 
earth planet shall be narrated as below. In proto Indo 
Europe root the Dark age land mass shall be called as 
“AKKILEM” (OR) “MANDAPAM” and Ist 
generation land mass shall be consider as “ETHIA” 
(OR) “MANDALAM”. The ancient Mandalam 

probably born on earth planet during APRIL 14 
(Chithirai Month) and hence the ancient land mass on 
the earth planet shall also be called as “CHITHIRAI 
MANDAPAM”. 

 

 
 

 
 
c) This research further focus that during the 

expanding universe the single origin continent 
“MANDALAM” considered diversified into major 
three regions. 
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i) SOUTH MANDALAM 
ii) EAST MANDALAM 
iii) WEST MANDALAM 

d) This scientific research further focus that 
MANDAPAM (AKKILEM) shall be considered as 
source of Fundamental ALCHEMY LAND 
comprising primitive chemical substance Hydrogen, 
Carbon, Nitrogen, Ozone (HCNO). Further the 
ancient populations lived in MANDAPAM shall be 
considered having highly “ALKALIC BLOOD” (say 
PH 8.0 – 9.0) having varied genetic structure and 
considered having “Super Intelligence” who could 
have constructed Megalithic structures, Great 
Pyramids for various Astronomical reasons for 
stability of Environmental ECO system like Earth 
quake, Climatic condition. The Philosophy of ancient 
human ancestor lived in MANDAPAM shall be 
considered as descended from THEN MADURAI on 
APRIL 14 in ancient time. 
(i) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

(ii) 
 

 
 
e) This research further focus that BREEZE, 

WATER, FIRE shall be considered as the three-in-
one fundamental ALCHEMY MATTER and 
Billions of sub Alchemic matters might be derived 
from fundamental white logic (AKKI-e). 

 

 
 

i) Right dot is “BREEZE” (like moon) 
ii) Left dot is “WATER” (like Earth) 
iii) Centre dot is “FIRE” (like Sun) 
 
It is focused that the philosophy of fundamental 

Alchemy Breeze, water, fire shall be considered 
derived from white logic composed of only 
fundamental particles PHOTON, ELECTRON, 
PROTON and considered free from atomic matter 
like Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen, Ozone. The Human 
Ancestors considered lived in “THEN MADURAI” 
could have breathed ozone (thendral) under 
environment around 5,00,000 years ago. 

f) Fish is “ORGANIC”? (or) 
“INORGANIC”?... 
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In modern human culture “FISH FOOD” is 
normally considered as INORGANIC (or) NON-
VEGETARIAN. In West Bengal, Fish food is 
considered as ORGANIC (or) VEGETARIAN. It is 
hypothesized that ancient Devas Populations when 
lived in “THEN MADURAI” (EZHEM) considered 
eat fish food as it was highly organic composed of 
only fundamental particles Photon, Electron, Proton 
and free from HCNO matter. The organic fish (white 
fish) shall be considered as the source of “THEN 
MADURAI FISH”. Mandapam Fish shall be 
considered as “DARK FISH” considered as 
“INORGANIC” having high value of Alkaline 
property which prevents Cancer, Diabetic. During 
the course of expanding universe various coloured 
fishes might be evolved with varied level of Acidic, 
Alkaline property. 

This research further focus that the land of 
MANDAPAM shall be considered as ANCIENT 
HOLY LAND called in Proto Indo Europe root as 
“KACHCHA THEEVU”. The biblical “ADAM 
FAMILY” considered lived in the land of Kachcha 
Theevu in Ancient time. Case study shows that there 
is evidence that “Sons of Adam” were buried in the 
land of “RAMESWARAM” of South India. 

This research concludes that “MANDAPAM” 
shall be considered as the ‘Divine land mass’ 
descended from “THEN MADURAI ALCHEMY” 
(EZHEM) originated 3,00,000 years ago on the 
preexisting Earth Planet. This research further 
recommends to Govt. of India Tourism, Govt. of 
Tamil Nadu Tourism to develop MANDAPAM 
region as “NEW EARTH” (or) “NEW EZHEM” for 
attracting International Tourists for gaining revenue 
for development. The land of new Ezhem shall also be 
called by Tourist as “JAI LAND” (Southern Holy 
Land). 
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